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Let U and V be unitary transformations in a Hilbert space H. The wave 
limit W = W(U, V) is the partially isometric transformation of smallest 
kernel such that the identity 
holds whenever f belongs to the initial set of W. A theorem of Rosenblum [9] 
and Kato [7] states that the initial set of W contains every element of the space 
which is absolutely continuous with respect to U if U-V is of trace class. The 
same conclusion is obtained in Shulman [Z1] under a weaker hypothesis 
stated on the characteristic operator functions (4(z), #(x)) of the perturbation 
problem (see Theorem 1 below for the definition of a characteristic operator 
function). A consequence of the hypothesis of Shulman [II] is the existence 
of strong radial limits for the functions +(z) and #(z), a hypothesis similar 
to that of Birman and Entina [I] and Kuroda [S] (a special choice of 
chracteristic operator function is given by d(z) = J(1 - zU)-l J and 
4(z) = J( 1 - zZ’-r j where J = (( 1 - U-lV) (1 - V-1U))1/2 and 
1 z 1 < 1). We now show that the same conclusion is reached if the weak 
limits, lim,,, Re$(rP) and lim,,, Re #(Y.@) are assumed to exist. Our 
main result is Theorem 5. Stated in terms of the original Hilbert space, this 
becomes Corollary 1. The method is to apply the results of de Branges and 
Shulman [6] to the known relation between wave limits and boundary values. 
The notation and terminology is that of de Branges and Shulman [6]. The 
space ~(4) is redefined to emphasize the related vector integration theory. 
Let C be a fixed Hilbert space which is used as a coefficient space. By a 
vector we always mean an element of this space. By an operator we mean a 
bounded linear transformation of vectors into vectors. A bar is used for the 
adjoint of an operator. The absolute value symbol is used for the norm of a 
vector and for the operator norm of an operator. If b is a vector, let b be the 
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linear functional on vectors defined by the inner product ba ~:_ :a, b, . The 
space C(z) is the Hilbert space of square summable power series 
f(z) = z a&l with vector coefficients, iifll” = 2 1 a, i2. 
By a nonnegative operator valued measure p, we mean a countably 
addittive function, defined on the Bore1 subsets of the interval [0, 2x], 
whose values are nonnegative operators. By countably additive we mean 
that +(UE,) c = C +(E,) c for every vector c whenever (E,) is a disjoint 
sequence of Bore1 sets. If ~(0) is a nondecreasing operator valued function of 0 
defined for 0 < 0 < 2~-, then for every 0, 0 < 0 < 277 there exists a unique 
nonnegative operator ~(8 -) such that +(0 -) c = lim &(t) c for every c as 
t ,P 0. The operator ~(6’ +) is defined analogously when 8 < 2~. There 
exists a unique operator valued measure p on the Bore1 sets of [0,2n] such 
that p((a, b)) = ~(b -) - p(a +) whenever 0 < a < 6 < 257. 
An operator valued measure is absolutely continuous if the scalar measure 
+(E) c is absolutely continuous for every vector c. For each vector c there is a 
set of E, of measure zero such that the limit 
exists whenever 6’ does not belong to EC , and satisfies 
.$p(b) - p(a)] c = 1’” ~‘(8, c) do. 
0 
Let p be a nonnegative operator valued measure on the Bore1 sets of the 
line. Let f = cIxE, + a.* + c,xE, be a simple vector valued function where 
xEI ,‘.*T XE,, are characteristic functions of disjoint Bore1 sets and c1 ,..., c, are 
corresponding vectors. The definition 
does not depend on the representation off in terms of characteristic func- 
tions. Let f (0) be a Bore1 measurable function on the interval [0,27r] such that 
for every vector c and such that the range of f(0) is contained in a finite 
dimensional subspace of C. Let e, , e2 ,..., ek be a basis for the smallest 
subspace which contains the range off(e) and define 
a(f, t, = E&) el + *-' + &dt) ek . 
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The definition is independent of the choice of basis for this subspace. It is not 
difficult to verify that 
whenever f is a simple function. There is a sequence of simple functions 
{f,(O)} such that the range of f,(O) is contained in the range of f(O) 
for n = I, 2,... and such that 
s I f,(e) -f(e) 12 4f, 4 + 0 
as n + CO. It follows that (Ilfn II2 p) is a Cauchy sequence and that the limit 
of this sequence is independent of the choice of simple functions { fn}. We 
define 
ilf (4 IIE = lim Iif, II2 
where ( fn} is any sequence of simple functions such that the range of fn 
is equal to the range off for it = 1,2,... and satisfies 
i I f,(e) -f (4 12 d4fy 0) -+ 0. 
By L2(p) we mean the Hilbert space completion of the inner product space of 
equivalence classes of functions with finite dimensional range in the p-norm. 
A consequence of this definition is the identity 
which holds whenever 
f(e) =flw al + - +fnv9 4 and g(e) = gr(e) br + ... + gm(4 b, 
where fi(e),..., f,(O), gl(c9),..., g,(B) are bounded complex valued functions 
and a, , a2 ,... a,, , and 6, , b, ,... b, are orthonormal sets in C. We use the 
notation 
IlfllE = JfP) 4@)f(4 and < f> g>, = 1 g(B) 449f (4 
whenever f(Oed g(0) are Bore1 measurable functions which represent 
elements f = f (0) and g = 3 of L2(p). Functional notation is occasionally 
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used for the general element of L2(p). The assumption is always that the 
argument can easily be made precise by working with the dense set of func- 
tions and passing to the limit. For example, it is clear that the transformation 
h(B) + e%(0) is unitary in P(p). A different construction of the space LB(p) 
is possible when p is a weakly absolutely continuous weak indefinite integral, 
Kuroda [S]. 
Let p(E) be an absolutely continuous operator valued measure on the Bore1 
subsets of the interval [0,2n]. We assume there is an almost everywhere 
defined weakly measurable operator valued function d(B) such that 
+(b) - p(a)] c = 1” ELI(~) c de 
ea 
for every vector c whenever 0 < a < b < 27r. (That is, that the measure ~1 
is a weak indefinite integral with respect to Lebesque measure.) A conse- 
quence is the identity 
+(E) c = 1 do(e) c de 
E 
which holds for every vector c and every Bore1 set E. We define 
II~II: = Srf3 wfv) de 
whenever f(0) is a Bore1 measurable vector valued function on [0,27r]. The 
vector valued functionsf(0) of finite p-norm form a vector space. The identity 
llfll: = GP(.&) c + ... + GP(&,) c 
holds whenever f = cIxEl + ... + c,xE, is a simple function where cr ,... c, 
are vectors and xE1 ,..., xE are the characteristic functions of disjoint Bore1 
sets. The space L2(p) is d&ned as the Hilbert space completion of the inner 
product space of p-equivalent classes of functions with finite p-norm. Since 
the simple functions are dense in P(p), Kuroda [8], the defininition is 
consistent with the more general one given above. 
The space ~(4) originally defined in de Branges and Rovnyak [5] can also 
be defined as an isometric copy of a related space L2(p). 
LEMMA 1. Let L2(p) be a given space. There is an operator valued analytic 
function 4(z) in the unit disk such that 
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for every vector c when 1 w 1 < 1. If h(B) is a Bore1 measurable function which 
represents an element h of L2(~), define a corresponding pair (f(z), g(z)) of 
vector valued functions in the disk by 
2m?f(w) = j” (1 - tieie) 8 dp(0) h(B) 
0 
and 
2+g(w) = f:” (eie - a) 2 dp(8) h(0) 
,for every vector c when 1 w ) < 1. The function h(B) represents the zero element 
in LB(p) if f (w) = 0 = g(w) for ) w 1 < 1. The space c($) is the Hilbert space 
of pairs (f(z), g(z)) of vector valued analytic functions in the disk in the unique 
norm which makes the mapping h + (f(z), g(z)) an isometry of L2(p) onto 
E(+). If (f(x), g(x)) is the element of ~(4) which corresponds to an element 
h(0) of L2(p), then ([f(x) -f (0)1/z, zg(z) + f (0)) is the element of ~(4) which 
corresponds to the element e-ieh(8) of L2(u). If 4(z) is an operator valued 
analytic function in the disk such that Re 4(w) > 0, there is a space ~(4) which 
corresponds to+(z) in this way. 
LEMMA 2. Let e be a Hilbert space whose elements are pairs (f(z), g(z)) 
of formal power series with vector coe#cients. Assume that the transformation 
(f(z), g(z)) + ([f (.z) -f (0)1/z, zg(z) + f (0)) is unitary in E and that the 
transformation (f(z), g(x)) --f (f(O), g(0)) of E into C x C is continuous. Then 
E is equal isometrically to a space ~(4). 
LEMMA 3. Let ~(4) and E(#) be given spaces. A necessary and sufficient 
condition that E(+) is contained in E(#) and that the inclusion does not increase 
norms is that Re$(w) < Re (G(w) for I w I < 1. In this case a space e(0) exists, 
I&Z) = d(z) + e(z). Every element (f(x), g(z)) of E(#) has a unique minimaE 
decomposition (f(z), g(z)) = (u(z), v(z)) + (Y(Z), s(z)) into a pair (u(x), v(x)) 
in ~(4) and a pair (r(z), s(z)) in e(q) such that 
The space ~(1) corresponds to Lebesgue measure on the interval [0,27r]. 
If p is an absolutely continuous weak indefinite integral with respect to 
Lebesgue measure the transformation 
(f (4, g(4) - ([f (4 -f VW7 %Q> + f (0)) 
in ~(4) is absolutely continuous. In fact the elements (f(z), g(z)) of ~(4) such 
that f (x) is square summable are dense in ~(4) in this case. See Shulman [II], 
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Theorems 6 and 7, for the relationship between absolute continuity- and 
square summability. 
LEMMA 4. Let L!+) be a given space where TV is a weakly absolutely continu- 
ous weak indefinite integral with respect to Lebesque measure and let ~(4) be a 
corresponding space. In particular suppose there is a weakly measurable operator 
valued function d(B) on [0,27r] such that 
+(b) -- p(a)] c = i” CA(~) c dfI 
a 
for every vector whenever 0 < a < b ,< 277. Then there is a vector space S of 
,Borel measurable vector valued functions such that 
1. sr /f(6) I2 dB < co wheneverf(0) belongs to S, 
2. J”: 1 A(e)f(e) I2 de < CC wheneverf(0) belongs to S, 
3. the elements of Lz(p) determined by elements of S are dense in L2(p), 
4. the elements of L2[0, 2~71 determined by functions of S are dense in 
L2P, 24, 
5. the functions eief(0) and e -““f(e) belong to S whenever f (8) belongs to S, 
6. thi elements (f (z),g(z)) of ~(4) w zc correspond to the subspace of h’ h 
L2(~) determined by S form a dense subspace of c(4). Each such element 
(fW,g(d) belongs to 41). 
The decomposition of the unitary transformation multiplication by ezs in 
L2(p) into absolutely continuous and singular parts corresponds to an ortho- 
gonal decomposition in e(4). 
LEMMA 5. Let L‘+) and ~(4) be given spaces related as in Lemma I. Let 
p = p,, + ps be a decomposition of TV into weakly absolutely continuous and 
singular measures. Let ~(4,) and E($J b e corresponding spaces related to Lz(pg) 
and L2&) as in Lemma I. Then the spaces ~(4,) and ~(4,) are each contained 
isometrically in l ($) and are orthogonal complements in ~(4). They are equal 
respectively to the absolutely continuous and singular subspace of the transforma- 
tion (f(4,kW) - ([fk) -f We, d4 +f(o)) in 44). 
If ~(4) and l ($) are given spaces such that $(z) 4(z) = 1 = I/J(Z) d(z), the 
transformation (f(z), g(x)) + (#(z) f(z), - $*(z) g(z)) takes ~(4) isometric- 
ally onto E(#) (see the proof of Theorem 10 of the appendix of [5]). The 
unitary transformation in ~(4) which corresponds to the transformation 
(f(4, g(4) - (iIf(4 - f P)lh &4 + f(o)) in 4) under this 
isometry can be considered as a perturbation of the transformation 
(f(dg(4) - (iIf@) -f K9lk .@X +f(o)) in 44). A theorem of de 
Branges states that this is essentially the most general perturbation problem. 
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THEOREM 1. Let U and V be unitary transformations in a Hilbert space H. 
Assume that the dimension of the range of U-V does not exceed the dimension of 
the coejicient space C. Then there exist partially isometric transformations P 
andQ of H onto spaces ~(4) and E(#), re a e 1 t d as in Theorem 1, with these proper- 
ties : 
(I) the identity ([f(z) -f (0)1/z, zg(z) +f(O)) = PUh holds whenever 
(f (49 g(4) = Ph 
(2) the identity ([u(z) - u(O)]/x, zv(x) + u(0)) = QVh holds whenever 
(44, v(4) = Qk 
(3) the identity (u(z), v(z)) = (#(z) f (z), - I/J*(Z) g(z)) holds whenever 
(f (4 g(x)) = Ph and (+&v(4) = Qh, 
(4) the kernel of P which is equal to the kernel of Q is the set of elements h 
of H such that Unh = Vnh for every integer n. 
The functions #J(X) and 4(z) with these properties are said to be character- 
istic operator functions of the perturbation problem. These functions which 
correspond to certain factorization of the perturbation 1 ~ U-‘V are not 
unique. A particular choice of characteristic operator functions can always 
be made so that 
Re $(a) = Re J( 1 - zU)-l J and Re 4(z) = Re J(1 - zV))l J 
where J = ((1 - U-lV) (1 - V’U)) 1/2. The canonical model is used to 
compute wave limits. If (f(x), g( x is a pair of power series, the sequence ) 
( fn(z), g,(4) is defined inductively by (f&d, g&d) = (f (4, g(4) and 
( fn+&h gn+&)) = (lIfn(4 - fn(w~~ %(4 + fn(W 
The wave limit W of ~(4) into l (#) is defined as the partially isometric 
transformation with smallest kernel such that the identity 
holds for all elements (u(z), v(z)) of ~(4) whenever (f(z), g(z)) belongs to the 
range of W* and W : (f(z), g(z)) + (h(z), k(z)). To determine the range 
of W( U, V) and of W*( U, V) t i is sufficient to determine the range of W 
and of W* in the canonical model. The main result of de Branges and 
Shulman [6] is summarized as follows 
THEOREM 2. Let U and V be unitary transformations in a Hilbert space and 
let (d(z), 4(z)) be characteristic operator functions as in Theorem 1. Let W(#, 4) 
be the wave limit of ~(4) into c(z,b). A SIC fi cient condition that the range of the 
transformation W(#, 4) contain every element (f(z), g(z)) of ~(4) such that f (z) 
is square summable, is that the wave limit W((1 + 4)-l, (1 + 4)) of c( 1 + 4) 
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into ~((1 + 4))‘) map the elements (f(z),g(z)) of ~(1 :- 4) such that f(z) is 
square summable isometrically onto l (( 1 A 4))‘). 
The effect of Theorem 2 is to reduce the general perturbation problem to 
the case where one of the characteristic operator functions is bounded. In 
this case unitary equivalence is established by means of an isometry between 
the related L2(p) spaces. In Theorem 4 we show that the isometry actually 
corresponds to the wave limit under the mapping of Lemma 1. 
The following generalization of Fatou’s theorem is well known. See, for 
example, Ryan [ZU]. 
LEMMA 6. Let B(z) be an operator valued analytic function in the unit disk 
such that 1 B(w) 1 < 1 for 1 W / < 1. Then there is an operator valued function 
B(e”*) defined for almost all 8, 0 < 0 < 2n such that 




2n 1 [B(rP) - B(eis)] c I2 d0 = 0 
r-1 () 
for almost all 6’ and every vector c. Since B*(z) = B(Z) is also bounded by one 
in the disk, the same conclusions are true if B(w) is replaced by B(w). 
THEOREM 3. Let ~(4) and c(#) be gz%en spaces such that 
4(z) $(z) = 1 = $(z) d(z) and such that I $(w) / < 1 for 1 w 1 < 1. Let L2(p) 
and L2(v) be spaces which correspond respectively to e(q5) and to ~(4) as in 
Lemma 1. Let p = CL,, f pS be the Lebesgue decomposition of p into an absolutely 
continuous measure p,, and a singular measure pR . Assume there is a set E of 
measure zero and an operator valued function A(0) de$ned on [0,2n] - E such 
that 
cA(8) c = lri~ E Re +(re@‘) c 
for every vector c when 0 does not belong to E. Then the mappingf (&J) ---f #(eie)f (0) 
determines an isometry of L2(v) into L2(&. 
THEOREM 4. In Theorem 3 further assume that 4(z) = 1 + e(z) for some 
operator valued analytic function B(z) such that Re B(w) > 0 for / w 1 < 1. Then 
the transformation W of e($) into E(&) w zc corresponds under the mapping h’ h 
of Lemma I to the isometry of Theorem 3 is equal to the wave limit of I into 
~(4). The wave limit of ~(4) into l (#) maps the space ~(4,) isometrically onto ~(4). 
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The assumptions on 4(z) in Theorem 3 imply that the hypothesis of Lem- 
ma 2 is satisfied. The following theorem is an immediate consequence of the 
above. 
THEOREM 5. Let U and V be unitary transformations in a Hilbert space H 
and let (4(z), #(z)) be related characteristic operator functions. Assume that the 
weak limit lim,,, Re #eie) exists for almost all 0 in the interval [0,2~r]. Then 
the range of the transformation W = W(U, V) contains the absolutely continu- 
ous subspace of V. If the weak limit lim,,, Re #(ye”“) also exists almost every- 
where, then the absolutely continuous components of U and V are unitarily 
equivalent under W. 
In terms of the special choice of factorization given above this becomes 
COROLLARY 1. Let U and V be unitary transformations in a Hilbert space H, 
let W be the corresponding wave limit and let J = (( 1 - U-l V) (1 - V-1U))1’2. 
Assume that the weak limit lim,,, Re ](l - reieV)-l ] exists for almost all 13 
in the interval [0,277-j. Then the range of W contains the absolutely continuous 
subspace of V. If the weak limit Km,,, J( 1 - reieV)-’ J also exists almost 
everywhere, then the absolutely continuous components of U and V are unitarily 
equivalent under W. 
COROLLARY 2. The extra hypothesis of Theorem 4 is unncessary. 
We conjecture at this point that the main result of this paper also follows 
if it is only assumed that the measures associated with the functions d(z) 
and C(z) are weak indefinite integrals with respect to Lebesgue measure. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 1. The existence of one operator valued analytic 
function 4(x) such that 
1 - j w I2 
I 
2n 
.?Re4(w)c = 2~ 
d&(6) c 
o I eie - w I2 
for every vector c when 1 w 1 < 1, is a direct consequence of the Poisson 
representation for scalar measures. Let S be the subset of L2&) determined 
by functions of the form (1 - @eis)-l c and (eie - ~)-l c where c is a vector 
and 1 w j < 1. We show that S is linearly dense in L2(p). By definition of the 
space it is sufficient to show that an element of LB(p) of the form f (f3) c, 
wheref(0) is a bounded complex valued function and c is a vector, can be 
approxrmated by elements of S. For this it is sufficient to show that 
11 f (0) c 112 p = S’,” If (0) 12 dw) c = 0 
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wheneverf(B) c is such a function satisfying 
s 2 f(e) (1 - my &p(e) c = 0 0’ 
and 
I 
2Tf(e) (P - w)-1 c &p(B) c = 0 
0 
for 1 w / < 1. In other words, we must show that the set {( 1 - %eis)-r, 
(&’ - a)-‘} is linearly dense in Jam whenever v is a nonnegative scalar 
Bore1 measure on [0, 2x1. But, iff(0) determines an element of L2(v) which 
is orthogonal to each of these functions, then 
i :‘f(e) E h(e) = 0 
whenever j z 1 < 1. By the Stieltjes inversion formula, 
s bf(e) h(e) = 0 R 
whenever 0 < a < b < 2~. It follows that 
as required. 
I 
:’ 1 f(e) 12 h(e) = 0 
The above argument shows that every element f of L2(p) uniquely deter- 
mines a pair (f(z), g(z)), of formal power series with vector coefficients such 
that 
and 
277$(w) = I(1 - f5eio)-’ c dp(e) f (e) 
2Sg(w) = J” (eie - w)-lc Q(O)f(e) 
for every vector c where 1 w 1 < 1. Let ~(4) be the Hilbert space of such pairs 
in the unique norm which makes this correspondence an isometry of Z?(p) 
onto ~(4). 
The expansions 
(1 - fjj@)-l c = fj fpeitic 
n-0 
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and 
(@I _ a)-lc = f @-le-Wc 
n-1 
are valid in the metric of L2(p) for every vector c. The coefficient identities 
and 




follow whenever (f(z), g(z)) is the element of ~(4) which corresponds to the 
element f of L2(p) and f (z) = C a#, g(z) = C barn. A consequence is the 
stated equivalence of the transformation multiplication by e+ in LB(p) with 
the transformation 
(fc4 &)) -+ ([f (4 -f @-91/~~ %w +.fw 
in e(C). The lemma follows. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2. Let N be the set of pairs in E of the form (O,g(z)). 
The hypothesis implies that N is a closed subspace of E. So every pair 
(f(4,g( 1) f h z o E as an orthogonal decomposition 
(fmgw = (fmm + (07&) 44, 
for some element (f (z),f(a)) of NL. Let B be the set of series f (a) such that 
(f(z), g(x)) belongs to E for some series g(z). The space 9 is a Hilbert space 
in the unique norm which makes the transformation P : (f(z), g(z)) -+ f (z) 
a partial isometry of c onto 9(llf(z) /I3 = 11 (f(z), f(z)) Ii). Since we assume 
that the transformation CJ : (f(z), g(z)) + ([f(s) -f (O)]/z, zg(z) +f(O)) 
is unitary in E, its adjoint is equal to its inverse. This is the transformation 
given by U* : (f(z),&))-@f(z) +g(O),[&) -g(O)]/4. Since N is 
invariant under U, N” is invariant under U*. The transformation 
w-v :f(z)- [f(z) -f P)l/ z is everywhere defined and bounded by one in 
2’ since R(0) = PUP*. But then R(O)* = PU*P* is isometric since P” 
maps isometrically onto NL, U* m aps N-L isometrically into itself, and P 
maps N-L isometrically onto 9. The transformation f (z) -+ f (0) from dp to C 
is continuous because it is the composition of continuous transformations; 
f(z) -+ (f(z),f(z)) -+ (f(O),!(O) -+ f (0). By the appendix of de Branges 
and Rovnyak [5], 9 is equal isometrically to a space Z(4). We show that E is 
equal to the extension space e(4). 
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The space E is contained in c(+) and the inclusion does not increase norms. 
To see this let (f(z), g(z)) belong to E where g(z) = C a,~?. Then 
U*” : (f(z),g(z)) - (.f&),g&>) wheref,(z) = zY(4 + aoz”-l + ... + a,-,. 
In particular Pf(z) + uOsn-* $- ... + a,-, belongs to A?($) for each 
n = 0, 1,2,... and 
So by the definition of the space ~(4) given in de Branges and Rovnyak [5] 
(and the easilly verified fact that our definition is equivalent to the original one 
of [.I), (f@>, &4> belongs to48 and 
II (fc4, .&N II&) G II M49 g(4) IL - (v) 
Equality holds if (f(z), g(z)) belongs to NL. Now the set of K of all pairs 
(f(z), g(z)) in c such that equality holds in (*) contains NL and reduces U. 
It follows that KL is contained in N and also reduces U and consequently 
that KL contains only the zero pair (0,O). We have proved that E is contained 
isometrically in ~(4). 
Let f(z) - UW, f(4) be th e natural isometry of g(4) into ~(4) and let 
f(z) --f (f(z),fjz)) be the natural isometry of L?(4) into E. These transforma- 
tions coincide. For iff(z) belongs to A?(+) 
On the other hand 
tft4,itz)) = (f(cf(4) + wt4 44) 
is the unique orthogonal decomposition of (f(z), f(s)) into an element 
of ~(4) of the form (0, g(z)) an an element orthogonal to all such pairs. So d 
II (f(4JW lkd = II Lfmm l&d + II km -&4, th$, 3 
and by the previous norm identity it follows that f(.e) = f(z). 
The above argument shows that the orthogonal complement of E in ~(4) 
consists solely of elements of the form (0, g(z)). Since this subspace reduces 
the transformation (f(x), g(z) -+ ([f(z) -f(O)]/z, zg(z) +f(O)) in E(+), it 
follows as above that E = ~(4). The lemma follows. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3. First suppose ~(4) is contained in l (#) and that the 
inclusion does not increase norms. By definition of a space E($), the kernel 
functions 
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and 
belong to c(d) for every vector c and 1 w 1 < 1. They satisfy 
for each pair (f(z), g(z)) of ~(4). In particular the kernel functions are linearly 
dense in ~(4). By definition of an adjoint, the adjoint of the inclusion map 
of ~(4) into ~(4) takes the kernel function 
(Q M4 + $Wl c/o - @4, B P*G4 - $Wl c/b - UN 
in ~(4) into the corresponding kenrel function in ~(4). Since we have assumed 
that the inclusion is bounded by one, it follows that 
II (4 [#(4 + dw1 4 - @,a 4 M*(4 - BWI c/@ - @)) 119(d) 
< II (4 hw + $wl c/u - w, & I+*(4 - VW1 c/k - 4 Il:iJ, 
for every vector c and / w I < 1. In other words 
F Re$(w) c/(1 - I w 1”) < E Re 9(w) c/(1 - I w 1”) 
for every vector c and 1 w I < 1. The necessity follows. 
Now suppose ~(4) and ~(9) are given spaces such that Re C(w) < Re #(w) 
for 1 w 1 < 1. Then a space ~(0) exists such that 
Let H be the Hilbert space c(+) x ~(8) of pairs ((f(z), g(z)), (U(Z), ~(.a))) 
where (f(z), g(x)) belongs to l ($) and (u(z), u(z)) belongs to c(e), 
Let N be the subspace of H consisting of all pairs of the form 
((f(z), g(z)), (-f(z), - g(z)) where (f(z), g(z)> belongs to both 44) and to 
e(8). It is clear that N is closed. Define a mapping 
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on the orthogonal complement of N. By the definition of N, S is one to one. 
Let c be the range of S. The sapce E is a Hilbert space in the unique norm 
makes S isometric. We show that is equal isometrically to ~(4). 
For every vector c and 1 w j < 1, the pair 
((* [4(.4 + +,I c/u - fwl d [4*(4 - 4Wl c/b -- 4>, 
(g [s(a) + B(w)] c/(1 - az), ; [e*(Z) -- e(G)] c/(z - w))) 
belongs to H and is orthogonal to N. For if ((f(z), g(z)), - (f(z), g(z)) is 
any element of N, 
Therefore the pair 
(S M4 + $@4lc/(l - f% B bb*w - 5w14@ - a)) 
= (& [$(4 + +-(41 c/(1 - a49 
4~ M*(Z) - 4(q ci(z - a + (Q p(4 + &w)i 41 - w, 
4 [e*(x) - e(q-j C/(Z - tg) 
belongs to l for every vector c and 1 w j < 1. A similar argument shows that 
the pair ($ [#(.a) - $(a)] c/(z - @), 4 [#*(a) + #(a)] c/(1 - 6%)) belongs 
to c. By definition of the space Q, these pairs satisfy the identities 
For every pair (f(z),g(z)) of l . In particular the above kernel functions are 
linearly dense in E and the c-norm of a linear combination of kernel functions 
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is equal to the norm of this combination in ~(4). It follows that E is equal 
isometrically to 6(#). 
Now suppose 
is any decomposition of an element (h(z), K(z)) of ~(4) into a pair (f(z), g(z)) 
of ~(4) and a pair (u(z), v(z)) of ~(0). Let (K,(z, #), K,(z, #)) be a finite linear 
combination of kernel functions in c(#) and let (K,(z, $), k,(z, 4)) and 
(k,(z, e), k,(z, e)) be th e corresponding combinations in ~(4) and in ~(0). Then 
ww, w4 (W> a k2(% 1clxk(*) 
Since the kernel functions are linearly dense and therefore norm determining 
in the above spaces, it follows that 
We have shown that a calculation of the norm in ~(4) is given by 
II W4, k(z)) Ilh = @II (f(z), g(z)) I/&) + II (44,+4) h> 
where the infinum is taken over all decompositions 
Mz), 44 = (f(z), g(z)) + (443 44) 
of (h(z), k(z)) in ~(4) into a pair (f(z), g(z)) in ~(4) and a pair (U(Z), v(z)) in 
c(0). The proof of the sufficiency is now complete since 
(W), k(z)) = VW, k(z)) + (0, 0) 
is such a decomposition whenever (h(z), k(z)) belongs to e(4). 
PROOF OF LEMMA 4. For each positive integer n let 
F, = {e E 10, 2T~ : d(e) G n) 
and let E,L = [0,2a] -F, . Then Entl C En for n = I, 2 ,... and the set n E,, 
has Lebesgue measure zero. Let S, be the vector space of Bore1 measurable 
vector valued functions which satisfy the conditions 
I If(e) ve < 03 and I- f(e) 43 f(e) de < ~0. 
Each element f(e) of S, determines an element j(0) of LB(p) and an element 
f(O) of L2[0, 24. Th ese elements are dense in L2(p) and in L2[0, 2771. We let 
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S be the vector space of functions of the form f(0) xF,, where f(0) belongs 
to S, . Since 
I If(e) XF, i2 de < s If(e) ,2 df4 < 03 
and since 
j 1 'ww XF, 1' de = jF,,i A(e).f(e) i2de 
conditions 1 and 2 of the lemma are satisfied by elements of S. Conditions 3 
and 4 follow since elements determined by functions of S, can be approxi- 
mated naturally by those determined by members e. For example, suppose 
f(0) belongs to S, and determines an element f(0) of LB(p). For each 
12 = 1, 2,... the functionf,(e) = f(0) xF, belongs to S and determines an 
A 
element f,(e) of L2(p). Density in L2(p) follows since 
IIG+ -2% it = j vm -f(e)1 444 ixe) -f(e)1 
= fee> 'te)fce) xFnde 
s- 
for n = 1, 2,..., where the integral on the right tends to zero by the dominated 
convergence theorem. Densityx[O, 2771 follows similarly. 
Let f 0) belong to S and let f(0) be the element of L2(p) determined by 
f(0). By Lemma 1 there is an element (f(z), g(z)) of ~(4) such that 
277 
d(w) = 




cg(w) = (e-ie - w)-1 d(e)f(e) de o 
for every vector c when j w / < 1. Since s 1 A(e)j(e) 12 d0 < oc), the function 
A(e)f(e) determines an element of La[O, 2~1. It follows from Lemma 1 that 
(f(z), g(z)) belongs to c( 1) and is the element of l ( 1) which corresponds to 
d(e)f(e) in L2[0, 2x1. The lemma follows. 
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PROOF OF LEMMA 5. The identity Re 4(w) = Re &(w) + Re $s(w) holds 
for / w 1 < 1 by Lemma 1. It follows from Lemma 3 that l ($,) and E($,) 
are each contained in ~(4) and that the inclusions do not increase norms. By 
the proof of Lemma 3 each pair (f(z), g(z)) of ~(4) has a decomposition 
W), g(4) = (44 44) + (+>, 44) into a pair 044,44) in 442 
and a pair (r(z), s(z)) in ~(4~). We show that this decomposition is unique. 
A consequence is that the inclusions of ~(4~) and of ~(4~) in ~(4) are isometric 
and that the minimal decomposition of Lemma 3 is an orthogonal decomposi- 
tion in e(C). It is sufficient to show that the intersection of the spaces ~(4~) 
and ~(4~) contains only the zero element. 
By Lemma 3, the intersection of the spaces ~(4,) and E(&) is a space C(X) 
in the norm 
By the same lemma, 
Re x(4 < Re Ah4 and Re x(w) G Re v4(4 
when 1 w 1 < 1. Let L2(v) be a space which corresponds to E(X) as in Lemma 1. 
Then by the Stieltjes inversion formula 
and 
whenever 0 < 01 < /3 < 27~. It follows that L2(v) and consequently C(X) is 
a “zero space”. The first assertion of the lemma follows. 
To prove the second assertion it is sufficient to show that the transforma- 
tion (f(4, g(4) - ([f(4 --f(W~, q+) +f(o)) in +AJ is absolutely 
continuous and that the analogous unitary transformation in ~(4,) is singular. 
For this it is sufficient to show that the unitary transformation “multiplication 
by eie” in L2(pa) is absolutely continuous and that the transformation “multi- 
plication by eie” in L2(pJ is singular. Each of these assertions, however, 
follows directly from the definition of pa , of ps , and of an absolutely con- 
tinuous or singular unitary transformation. The lemma follows. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. This is Theorem 2 of de Branges and 
Shulman [6]. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. The space ~(1) is contained in ~(1 + c#) by Lem- 
ma 3 and the inclusion does not increase norms. Since the elements (f(z), g(z)) 
of C( 1) such thatf(z) is a polynomial are dense in E(I), they are also dense in 
the closure of the “square summable elements” in ~(1 + 4). The isometric 
set of the wave limit W((1 + (6)-l, 1 f 4) is a reducing subspace for the 
transformation (f(z), g(z)) + ([f(z) -f(O)]/z, zg(z) +f(O)) in ~(1 -t 4). 
409/d/2-2 
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Since the isometric set clearly contains every element of C( 1 + 4) of the form 
(0, g(z)), it contains the “square summable subspace” of l ( 1 - 4). Since the 
transformation W(( 1 + 4)-l, (1 -+ 4)) commutes with the transformations 
(f(4, g(4) - (Lf(4 -f(W/z, 44 +f@N in 4 + $1 and in 4U T 4)Y), 
a dense set of its range consists of the elements (f(z), g(z)) of l (( I $- 4) r) 
such thatf(x) is a polynomial. 
Let 9(B) be a related space, B(z) = (1 - +(a))/(1 + 4(a)) and let ~(0) 
be the overlapping space of 9(B), and let lV(19, 4) be the wave limit of ~(4) into 
~(8). By the hypothesis and Theorem 13 of de Branges and Shulman [6], this 
transformation takes the square summable subspace of ~(4) isometrically 
onto ~(0). By Theorem 8 of de Branges and Shulman [6], the transformation 
W($, 4) maps the square summable subspace of l (#) isometrically into the 
square summable subspace of ~(4). The theorem follows. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. The proof depends on the following abstract 
Hilbert space result: 
Let (A,,J be a sequence of operators uch that A, -+ A weakly for some opera- 
tor A. Let (B,) be a sequence of operators such that B, --+ B strongly and 
B, ---f i? strongly for some operator B. Then A,B, --f AB weakly and 
B,A, + BA weakly. 
The proof is easy. The estimate 
I C&B, - AB) a, b) I = I @LB, - 43 + A,$ - AB) a, b I 
< I <A,@, - B) a, b) I + I ((An - A) Bat 6) I 
< I A,, I I (B, - B) a I I b I + I (A, - 4 Bay b I 
holds for every rz = I, 2,... whenever a and b are vectors. Since (A,) is 
weakly convergent, the norm sequence / A, I is bounded. Since a and b 
are arbitrary A,,B, + AB weakly. To show that B,A, - BA weakly it is 
sufficient to show that B,A, --+m weakly. Since A, + 2 weakly and 
since B, -+ B strongly the assertion follows from the above argument. 
To prove the theorem first observe that ~(0) is a weakly absolutely con- 
tinuous measure by Lemma 2 and the Stieltjes inversion formula. Let 
#(ei”) denote the boundary value function for #(z) which exists by Lemma 6. 
Then 
&eie) d(B) #(eie) = ljn,~ $(reiO) Re C(re”“) #(reie) 
= $ 1;: $(reie) [+(reie) + rjJ(reie)] #(ret”) 
= $ lj$#(reie) + $(reie)] 
= ljz Re g(reie) 
= Re #(eie) 
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for almost all 8. Now if f(e) is a function which determines an element 
6s of L2k), 
= 
i 
f(e) Re #(eie)f(e) 8. 
So $(e”e)f(f9) determines an element of L2(p,) and the pa-norm of this element 
is equal to the y-norm off(B). Another consequence is that the functions 
#WeMe) and +Ve)f2(e) d t e ermine the same element of L2(p,) whenever 
fi(0) andf,(B) are functions which determine the same element of L2(v). Since 
the elements of L2(v) which are determined by functions are dense in Ls(v), 
the theorem follows. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4. We use the following notation: The inner 
product (f(z), g(z)) denotes the limit of the sequence (6,~~ + .a* + &a,) 
as n -+ co whenever f(z) = 2 a,~“, g(z) = C bnzn, and the above limit 
exists. We use the same symbol for the generalized inner product. Here a 
choice of a bounded linear functional on the space of bounded sequences 
which agrees with the limit on convergent sequences is assumed and it is 
assumed that the sequence (baa, + 1.0 + &a,) remains bounded as n -+ co. 
The generalized inner product (f(z), g( )) z is t e va ue of the linear functional h 1 
on this sequence. In this case we will always specify that a stated relationship 
holds in the generalized sense. 
By Lemma 1 and Theorem 3 there is an isometry W of e(#) into ~(4~) 
such that 
2ef(~) = jr (1 - t%eie)-” c h(e)f(e) 
272g(w) = jr (eie - fi~))-~ c dv(e)f(e) 
2d2(4 = jr (1 - tiege)-l c dpa(e) $(ete)f(e) 
2d4w) = 
I 
2n (eie - ti~)--~ c d,,(e) t+++e)f(e) 
0 
for every vector c and / w 1 < 1 whenever (f(z), g(z)) belongs to ~(4) and 
corresponds to an element of L2(v) determined by the function f(e) and 
W : (f(z), g(z)) - (W, W). Th e isometry of Theorem 3 commutes with 
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the transformation “multiplication by e- W’ in L2(v) and in Lz(p,). It follows 
from Lemma 1 that the isometry W commutes with the transformations 
(I%), g(4) - (IX4 -f@W sW -i-fPN in 44) and in +AJ We show 
that the transformation W satisfies the identity 
<&3,vw P(4) = (f(4, PW> (1) 
for every polynomial p(z) whenever (f(s), g(z)) belongs to e(#) and 
w : (.I+), g(4) -+ (&9, k(4)- W e rs s fi t h ow that the inner product on the 
left converges. 
By Lemma 3, the space E(#) is contained in e(1) and the inclusion does not 
increase norms. Similarly the space c( 1) is contained in ~(4) and the inclusion 
does not increase norms. By Theorem 6 of Shulman [Zl], the space ~(1) is 
contained in ~(4~). By Lemma 4 the elements of ~(1) are dense in ~(4~) in the 
metric of ~(4~). Since 1 I/J(W) / < 1 for 1 w 1 < 1, the series #(x) p(z) belongs 
to C(x) whenever p(z) belongs to C(z). So the inner product (h(z), +@) p(z)) 
converges whenever (h(z), k(z)) belongs to e(1) and p(z) is a polynomial. 
By Shulman [II] the estimate 
holds in the generalized sense whenever (U(X), v(z)) belongs to ~(4) and 
(r(z), s(x)) belongs to c(#). Now suppose (h(z), K(x)) belongs to E(&) and 
suppose (p(z), q(x)) belongs to ~(1). Th en, by Lemma 4 there is a sequence 
@n(4, U4)) f 1 o e ements of ~(1) such that &(z), lz,(z)) ---f (h(z), k(z)) in 
the metric of E(&,). Since the mapping (U(Z), v(z)) -+ (I,@) U(Z), - #*(z) V(Z)) 
is known to be an isometry of ~(4) into E($), the estimate 
holds in the generalized sense for every integer 71 = 1, 2,... . It follows that 
Since the choice of generalized limit on the left is arbitrary, the inner product 
(h(z), #(z)p(a)) converges in the usual sense by the Hahn-Banach theorem. 
A consequence of the above argument is that it is sufficient to verify the 
identity (1) whenever (f(z), g(z)) belongs to a dense set in ~(4). For suppose 
(f(4,gW below to 4~9, U&>,g&N - (f(4,&)) in 4#), and the 
identity <hJz), #(a)$(~)) = (j+), p(z)) holds for every polynomial p(z) 
where ~JV : K(4, g,(4) - (U4, k,(4). 
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Then (&(z), K,(Z)) + (h(z), K(Z)) and as above 
By Lemma 1, the transformation W commutes with the transformations 
(fG4 g(8) -+ (LO4 -fCW9 ~$4 +f(W in 4AJ and in 49). So it is 
sufficient to verify the stated identity whenever (f(z), g(z)) belongs to a 
dense subset of ~(4) which is invariant under the transformation 
(f@), d-4) + (Ef(4 -f(O)lh q&4 +f(O)> and p(z) = c is a constant. 
The functions of the sx of Lemma 4 generate such a subset. Let f(0) 
be an element of S, let f(e) be the element of L2(v) determined by f(0) and 
let (f(4,&)) be th e corresponding element of E(#) under the mapping of 
Lemma 1. Then by Lemma 1 and the proof of Theorem 3, the identity 
if(O) = / E Re $(eie)f(6’) de 
= S$ c (eie) d(e) #(P)f(e) de 
= s +(ei”) d(e) +(fY)f(e) de 
holds for every vector c. By the proof of Lemma 4 d(0) $(e”@)f(e) determines 
an element of L2[0, 27r]. The corresponding element (h(z), k(x)) of e(l) is 
equal to the element of E($J which corresponds to the element of L2(pJ 
determined by $(@)f(e). So by definition of the inner product in L2[0, 2~1, 
for every vector c. This completes the verification of (1). 
Let W($, 4) be the generalized wave limit of ~(4) into c(#) and let W(+, 4) 
be the generalized wave limit of ~(4) into E($), de Branges and Shulman [6]. 
These transformations are adjoints. By the proof of Theorem 2, the restriction 
of WA 4 to 44J is an isometry of ~(4~) into e(#). By theorem of de Branges 
and Shulman [6] the generalized identity 
<+4, PW> = <44, $44 $44) (2) 
holds for every polynomial p(x) w h enever (U(Z), V(Z)) belongs to G(+) and 




W(4, d) : v44,44) --j. uic4, gd4) 
where (/z(z), k(z)) belongs to ~(4) and (f,(z), g*(a)) belongs to l ($). Then 
combining (I) and (2), 
cm, P(4) = <&d, ?@) PW> 
= cm, P(4) 
for every polynomial p(z). So f(z) = jr(z). Now the transformation I%‘(#, 4) 
takes the elements of the form (0, g(z)) of ~(4) tsometrically onto the elements 
of the same form in <(I+). Then h(z) = 0 above wheneverf(z) = 0. In other 
words W takes elements of the form (O,g(z)) in ~(4) into elements of the 
same form in <(I&). Since W commutes with the transformations 
([f(z) -f(O)]/z, zg(z) +f(O)) in 6(&J and in c(9), W takes elements of the 
form (f(4, g(4) in 4) WhereA 1 z is a o P 1~ nomial into elements of the same 
form in 6(&J. Now let (f(z), g(z)) belong to c(+) wheref(z) is a polynomial 
and suppose (h(z), k(z)) and (h,(x), K,(z)) are corresponding elements of 
E(&) such that 
and 
WC+? #) : (fca g(4) - (u4, w4 
Since W(C$, rj) is known to be isometric on elements of this form (see for 
example, the proof of Theorem 2). 
w+, 4) : (44, U4) - (f(4, .&a 
But the above argument also shows that W(#, 4) : (h(z), K(z)) -+ (f(z), gr(z)) 
for some series g&z) such that the pair (f(z), gl(x)) belongs to c($). So W(#, 4) 
takes the pair (h(z) - h,(z), R(z)) of ~(4) into an element of the form (0, s(z). 
in c($). It follows that h(z) = h,(z). In other words, the transformations W 
and W(#, $) agree “on first coordinates” whenever (f(z), g(z)) belongs to 
c(#) and f(z) is a polynomial. A consequence is that W and W(#, t,b) agree 
on elements of the form (0, g(z)) in c(#). For if (0, g(z)) is an element of E(#), 
then 
w : (0, g(4) - (0, k(z)) 
and 
WA $1 : (09 g(4) - (09 k&N 
for some elements (0, k(z)) and (0, k,(z)) of e(4). It follows that 
and 
W : k(O), I&) - dW4 - W), W) - WI/~) 
WA 4) : k(O), k(4 - sK’>l/4 -+ (MO), M4 - MW4 
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So K(0) = k,(O). A n obvious induction now shows that K(z) = K,(z). In 
particular W maps the set (0, g(z)) in ~(4) isometrically onto the set of ele- 
ments of the same form in ~(4). The orthogonal complement of the elements 
of this form is also invariant under W. 
The space Z’(d) is the Hilbert space of formal power series f(z) such that 
(f(z), g(z)) belongs to ~(4) for some series g(z), in the unique norm which 
makes the transformation (f(z), g(z)) *f(z) a partial isometry of ~(4) onto 
6p(#). There is an isometry @ of 6;4($) into P(+,), such that w :f(z) ---f u(z) 
whenever (f(z), g(z)) belongs to U(#) for some series g(z) and 
w : (f(z), g(z)) - (44 44). 
The induced wave limit p(#, 4) of Z($,) into 9($) is defined analogously 
(see Shulman [IZ]). But we have seen above that 
mv4 4) p = 1. 
So, in particular W(#, 4) maps 2?(&) isometrically onto L?($). It follows that 
w74 4) e#Y tcI) = 1 
so that w = W(C$, #). I n o th er words, the transformation W also agrees with 
W(rj, IJ) on the orthogonal complement of the set of elements of the form 
(0, g(z)) in E(#). The theorem follows. 
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